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Let K be an algebraic number field. It is known that any polynomial which 
induces a permutation on infinitely many residue class fields of K is a composition 
of cyclic and Chebyshev polynomials. This paper deals with the problem of 
deciding. for a given K, which compositions of cyclic or Chebyshev polynomials 
have this property. The problem is reduced to the case where K is an Abelian 
extension of Q. Then the question is settled for polynomials of prime degree, and 
the Abelian case for composite degree polynomials is considered. Finally, various 
special cases are dealt with. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(x) E Z [xl. F or each prime p E L, f(x) may be regarded as a 
polynomial over the Iinite field Z/(p). Iff(x) induces a permutation of Z/(p) 
under substitution then f is called a permutation polynomial modp. Many 
results on such polynomials may be found in Dickson [ 11, and more recent 
results in Lausch and Nobauer (61. One may ask which integral polynomials 
are permutation polynomials modp for all primes p. Such a polynomial must 
be a linear polynomial ax + b, with a # 0. However, there are non-trivial 
polynomials f(x) which satisfy the condition that f is a permutation 
polynomial modulo infinitely many primes p E L. The cyclic and Dickson 
polynomials defined in Section 2 have this property. I. Schur conjectured 
that any polynomial satisfying this condition is a composition of 
polynomials of this special type, and proved a number of results in support 
of the conjecture. In [2], Fried confirmed Schur’s conjecture, in a more 
general form. 
Let K be an algebraic number field with ring of integers A. If I is an ideal 
of A then a polynomial f(x) E A [x] induces a map f: A/I + A/I defined by 
?(a + I) =f(n) + I, for a EA. 
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DEFINITION 1.1. The polynomial f(x) E A[x] is called a permutation 
polynomial modulo I ifJ‘ is a bijection of A/I. 
Fried proved that any polynomial f(x) E A [x] which is a permutation 
polynomial mod P for infinitely many prime ideals P of A is a composition 
of cyclic and Chebyshev polynomials. The case K = Q is Schur’s conjecture. 
Fried ]3] considered the problem of determining all rational functions over K 
which satisfy the Schur condition. This resulted in a classification of rational 
functions of prime degree which satisfy the Schur condition into five classes, 
one being the polynomial functions. The object of this paper is to describe, 
for a given algebraic number field K, precisely which compositions of cyclic 
and Chebyshev polynomials have the Schur property and, conversely, for 
which fields a given polynomial has the Schur property. The problem may be 
reduced to that of polynomials of the form xs 0 g,(x), s, t E L. If K = Q, then 
xs o gt(x) has the Schur property if and only if 24’s and (6, t) = 1. 
Niederreiter and Lo [7] determined all polynomials of the form x’ or g,(x) 
which satisfy the Schur condition when K is a quadratic or cyclotomic field, 
and also solved the cyclic case for normal extensions of Q of odd degree. 
Since “most” polynomials of the form xs o gl(x) satisfy the Schur condition 
for K, it is convenient to describe those that do not. We call such a 
polynomial a finite Schur polynomial for K. All such polynomials can be 
constructed from certain polynomials which we call primitive Schur 
polynomials. Thus for K = Q, the primitive Schur polynomials are x2, g,(x), 
and g,(x), and f(x) is a finite Schur polynomial over Q if and only iff(x) 
has one of these polynomials as a composition factor. 
We begin by reducing the general case to that of Abelian extensions of Q. 
To do this we use a theorem of Fried which depends ultimately on the 
Riemann hypothesis for curves over a finite field. The theorem may be used 
to deal with the case of polynomials of prime degree. We also give a proof of 
this case which uses only results from algebraic number theory. Similarly, 
the remainder of the paper depends only on algebraic number theory and 
class field theory over Q. We then consider the case of Abelian extensions of 
Q, and finally some examples. 
2. BASIC RESULTS 
Throughout the remainder of the paper, K is an algebraic number field 
with ring of integers A. Capital letters P, Q, etc., will denote prime ideals in 
A, small p, q, etc., primes of Z. N(P) denotes the norm of P over Q, 
sometimes also written as N K,a(P). Zz denotes the multiplicative group of 
reduced residues mod n. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A cyclic polynomial is a polynomial of the form 
axm+8, a#O. 
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DEFINITION 2.2. If y E A, then the Dickson polynomial g,(y, x) is given 
by 
[m/z1 
g,(y,x) = \‘ m *To m -t ! i 
m ; * (-)))' Xm-*t* 
When y = 1, g, is a Chebyshev polynomial. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If f (x) = axm + /I, therz f is a permutation polvnomial 
mod P if and only if (m, N(P) - 1) = 1, and a is a unit mod P. 
Proof. [ 7 1, Theorem 3.2. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. The Dickson po[ynomial g,(y, x), y @ P, is a 
permutation polynomial mod P if and only if (m, (N(P))* - 1) = 1. 
Proof: See Lausch and Nobauer [6, p. 209, Thm. 9.431. 
We will need the following result from algebraic number theory. A proof 
may be found in Weil 18, p. 158, Prop. 15 I. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let k, k’, be two extensions of (0, both contained in a 
separable extension L offinite degree. Let X be the set of primes p of Q such 
that 1 R/P 1 = p for at least one prime P of k lving ouer p, where R is the ring 
of integers of k. If almost all the primes p E X split completely in k’, then 
k’ck. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let K = a(&) be the pth cvclotomic field, p an odd 
prime. Then there exists a unique subfield H, of K of degree j(p - 1) over 
Q, and the primes q of Q which split completely in K are those 
q- fl modp. 
ProoJ The existence and uniqueness of HP follows from the fact that the 
Galois group of K is cyclic of order (p - 1). If a prime q splits completely in 
K then it does so in H,. If q has inertia degree 2 in K and is unramified then 
its inertia field is of degree i(p - 1) and so is H,. Thus q splits completely 
in H,. Further, if q splits completely in H,, then its inertia degree in K must 
be either 1 or 2. Hence the primes q which split completely in H, are those 
which have inertia degree 1 or 2 in K. These are the primes q such that q has 
order 1 or 2 modp. Thus q2 z 1 modp, or q= +l modp. 
We may assume that a = y = 1. ,B = 0 in Definitions 2.1 and 2.2. 
DEFINITION 2.7. The polynomial f(x) E K[x] is a finite Schur 
polynomial for K if f (x) is a permutation polynomial over only finitely many 
residue class fields of K. 
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We are concerned with finding the finite Schur polynomials amongst those 
polynomials which are compositions of cyclic and Chebyshev polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let h =f, o g, of, o g,o . . . o fk o g, be a composition 
of cyclic polvnomials fi and Chebyshev po[vnomials gj. Let h’ = 
(fi O ... 0.a o (g10 **. o gk). Then h is a finite Schur polynomial if and onlv 
if h’ is a finite Schur polynomial. 
Proof. A composition of polynomials pi is a permutation polynomial 
mod P if and only if each pi is a permutation polynomial mod P. 
If Pr= {primes P: f is a p.p. mod P}. 
then P,=nP,,wherefE if,. . . . . fk,g,,...,gA}=P,,S. 
Thus h[h’] is a finite Schur polynomial if and only if P,,[PnJ is finite. 
Thus we may restrict our attention to polynomials of the form xs 0 g,(x). 
PROPOSITION 2.9. The po[ynomial xs o g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial 
if and only if there are onlv finitely many primes P with (s, N(P) - 1) = 
(t,N(P)‘- 1)= 1. 
The following two lemmas are clear from the detinitions. 
LEMMA 2.10. If s 1 s’, t ( t’, and xs o g,(x) is a jmite Schur polynomial 
for K, then so is x5’ o g,,(x). 
LEMMA 2.11. If Q cr K G L and x’ o g,(x) is a finite Schur pol.vnomial 
for K. then xs 0 g,(x) is a jinite Schur polynomial for L. 
DEFINITION 2.12. A finite Schur polynomial for K, x’ 0 g,(x), is called a 
primitive Schur polynomial for K if there is no pair (s’, t’) with s ) s’, t / t’, 
s’t’ < st, and .I?’ 0 g,,(x) a finite Schur polynomial for K. 
LEMMA 2.13. If xS 0 g,(x) is a primitive Schur polynomial for K, then st 
has distinct prime factors. 
Proof. Let s = n ppl, t = n 47. Then if s’ = n /I~, t’ = 11 qj, 
X” 0 g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial if xs o g,(x) is a finite Schur 
polynomial. If k = gcd(s, t) > 1, then ,x?‘~ o gtlk(x) is a finite Schur 
polynomial, so if x” 0 g,(x) is primitive, then k = 1. 
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3. REDUCTION TO THE ABELIAN CASE 
We need some results of Fried [3]. Let K(x) be a rational function field 
over K, and K(x, y) an extension of K(x) by f(y) - x. Let KAY) be a 
Galois closure of K(x,J’). Let I? be the algebraic closure of K in Key). If 
r E Gal(K : K) let K”’ be the fixed field of t. Define G( 1) = Gal(Kcy): 
K(x,J~)), and G( 1, r) = Gal(Kc>): K”‘(x,j’)). Then Gal(KG): K(x)) acts 
as a permutation group on the roots y =y, ,...,y,, of (f(y) -x). Thus G(1) 
and G(l, r) act as permutation groups on (~~,...,.v,,}. Then (Fried (31, 
Prop. 2.1) f(x) induces a permutation of infinitely many residue class fields 
of K if and only if there exists r E Gal@ : K) such that each orbit of G(l, r) 
on { yz ,..., JV,,) splits into strictly smaller orbits under the action of G(1). 
(This result depends ultimately on the Riemann hypothesis for finite fields.) 
If f(x) is a composition of cyclic and Chebyshev polynomials, then f has 
rational integral coefficients, and so the construction above may be 
performed over Q. Then (b z (la(&), where [, is a primitive nth root of unity. 
Consider the diagram 
/ / T I 
K - K(x) - K(x, y) - KG) 
If @ E Gal(KzJ): K(x)), and K’ s K, then the map rest: 4 + ($ restricted to 
KG:)) induces an isomorphism of Gal(Kz\:): K’(x)) to 
Gal(KG): K(x)), and also of the subgroups occuring in the diagram. If we 
now take K’ = K n fb, then K n ch = a, and the restriction map induces an 
isomorphism of Gal(K : K) to Gal(h : K f? 0). Further, these isomorphisms 
preserve the permutation group action on ( yz ,..., .v,,). Thus we have shown 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The polvnomial f (x) is a finite Schur polvnomial over 
K if and onl~~ if it is a finite Schur polynomial ouer K n Q where 0 is a 
subfield of O(&,). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. The polynomial f (x) is a finite Schur polynomial over 
K if and only iff(x) is a finite Schur polynomial over the maximal Abelian 
subfield A of K. 
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ProoJ If f is a finite Schur polynomial over A, then it is so over K. 
Conversely, if f is a finite Schur polynomial over K, then it is over K n 0. 
But K n 0 is Abelian over Q, and so is contained in A. Thus f is a finite 
Schur polynomial over A. 
4. FINITE SCHUR POLYNOMIALS OF PRIME DEGREE 
We now obtain criteria which effectively yield all finite Schur polynomials 
of prime degree over K. 
THEOREM 4.1. The cyclic polynomial xp, p prime in L, is a finite Schur 
po&nomial over K if and only ifK contains Q(&,), where [, is a primitive pth 
root of unity. 
ProojI Suppose Q(&,) L K. In L = il;n([,), N,,o(Q) = 1 modp, for all 
primes Q not lying over p. Since NK,o(Q) is a power of N,-,o(Q nL), it 
follows that N,,o(Q) E 1 modp, for all Q not lying over p. 
Conversely, if xp is a finite Schur polynomial, then we apply 
Proposition 2.5 with k = K, k’ = a(~&,), and L = Kk’ (the compositum of k’ 
and K). Then L is separable of finite degree, and X consists of those primes 
q E L for which there exists Q with NK,o(Q) = q. For almost all such Q, 
p / (q - l), since xp is a finite Schur polynomial. Hence q = 1 modp for 
almost all q E X. Thus q splits completely in a(&,) for almost all q E X and 
so On(&) 5 K by Proposition 2.5. 
THEOREM 4.2. The Chebyshev polynomial g,(x), p prime in L, is a finite 
Schur polynomial for K if and on@ if H, c K, where H, is defined in 
Proposition 2.6. 
Proof Suppose H, L K. Since H, G L = a([,,), and is of index 2, 
NdQ) = PLp,64(Q nffp))‘. 
Thus 
(N,{,,,(Q’))’ = 1 modp, for all Q’ not lying over p. 
Since N&Q) is a power of NHp,,(Q n H,), it follows that (NL,o(Q))’ = 1 
modp, and so g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial. 
Sufficiency is proved in the same way as in Theorem 4.1, taking k’ = H,. 
Then for almost all Q with N,,o(Q) = q, p / (q’ - l), since g,(x) is a finite 
Schur polynomial. Thus q splits completely in H, for almost all q E X and 
so HP G K by Proposition 2.5. 
We note that the results given above can also be deduced from Fried’s 
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theorem (Section 3,,. Thus in the cyclic case, 6 = Q($,), G( 1) = { 1 ), and 
since Gal(Q: K f7 Q) is cyclic, take K (T) = K f7 a(&,), where r is a generator 
of Gal(6: K n a). If xp is a finite Schur polynomial over K n @ there is an 
orbit of G = Gal : K n C&x,-v)) which does not split further 
under the action of G( 1). Thus G fixes some yi = {ip1?l, and so fixes ~~~~ for 
1 <j < p. Thus 
5. THE COMPOSITE CASE FOR ABELIAN EXTENSIONS 
Throughout this section, we assume that K is an Abelian extension of Q. 
We recall the following well-known facts from class tield theory over Q [4]. 
By the Kronecker-Weber theorem, K c a([,), where n is the conductor of 
K. Gal(Q(<,): Q) N zz, and if G, is the subgroup of Zz which fixes K, the 
primes of L which split completely in K are the ones lying in those 
congruence classes mod n which are elements of G,. 
LEMMA 5.1. If sin and tin and g for each IEG,, I- lmodp for 
some p dividing s, or I = f 1 mod q, for some q dividing t, then xS 0 g,(x) is a 
finite Schur polynomial over K. 
ProoJ The Galois group of K over Q is isomorphic to iZ:/GK. If P is a 
prime ideal of K lying over p, where p is unramified in K, then N(P) =pf, 
where f is the order of the Frobenius automorphism of P. Thus the Artin 
map takes pf to the identity element of Z,*/G,. Hence N(P) E G,, and so 
either (S, N(P) - 1) > 1 or (t, N(P)* - 1) > 1. Thus xs 0 g,(x) is a finite 
Schur polynomial by Proposition 2.9. 
LEMMA 5.2. If 21js, (6, t) = 1 and xS 0 gl(x) is a primitive Schur 
polJ)nomial over K then st / n, where n is the conductor of K. 
Proof. Let s = (nit,, Pi)(njcJ, qj), t = (nicl, Pi>(njcJ, qj), where Pi 1 n, 
qj)(n, and J=J,UJ,#a. Since q,#2 ifjEJ,, qj#2 or 3 ifjEJ,, there 
exists u E Z with u not congruent to 0 or 1 mod qj,j E J,, u not congruent to 
0 or fl modqj,jEJ,. If Z=I,UI,#0, by Lemma5.1 there exists IEG, 
such that l$ 1 modp,, for all iE I,, l& il modp, for all iE II, since 
otherwise xa 0 gB(x), with a = niel,pi, p = ni,,, pi, would be a finite 
Schur polynomial, contradicting J # 0 and xs 0 g,(x) primitive. Any prime 
congruent to 1 mod n splits completely in K. If Z = 0 choose 1 = 1. By 
Dirichlet’s theorem there exist infinitely many primes p E Z with p = 1 mod n 
and p = u mod(njeJ qj). All such p have N(P) =p, where P lies over p. 
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Thus there are infinitely many p with (s,p - 1) = 1 or (t,p’ - 1) = 1, a con- 
tradiction. 
THEOREM 5.3. Let K be an Abelian extension of Q with conductor n, 
and let G, be the subgroup of Uz which fixes K. Zf s # 2, t # 2 or 3, then 
xs 0 g,(x) is a primitive Schur polynomial for K if and only if 
(i) s = njEJ, qj, t = njEJ, qj, Myhere qj are distinct primes dividing n. 
(ii) Zf 1 E G, then /1 = 1 modqj,jEJ,T,or/I=klmodqj,jEJ,,for 
some j E J. 
(iii) Zf lJl > 2, then for each a E J there exists ,? E G, with 
/1=1modq, ifaEJ, or A-flmodq, $aEJ,, and A-lmodqjfor 
jEJ,,j#a,IIfflmodqj,forjEJ,,j#a. 
Proof: Suppose (i)-(iii) hold. As in the proof of Lemma 5.1, if P lies 
over p E d, and p is unramified then N(P) E G,. Thus (t, N(P) - 1) > 1 or 
(s, N(P)‘- l)> 1 for almost all p. If xJ’ o g,,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial, 
with s’t’ dividing st, then there are two cases to consider. Either xJ’qn 0 g,(x) 
or xs 0 g,,,“(x) is a finite Schur polynomial, for some a E J. In the first case, 
by (iii) there exists 1 E G, with ,! f 1 mod qj for all qj dividing (s/q,) and 
1 f i 1 mod qj, for all qj dividing t. There exist infinitely many rational 
primes congruent to A mod n. These split completely, and so there are 
infinitely many prime ideals P with (s/q,, N(P) - 1) = 1 and 
(t, N(P)’ - 1) = 1. Thus x”~” 0 g,(x) is not a finite Schur polynomial. The 
other case is similar. Thus ?I.’ 0 g,(x) is primitive. 
Suppose xs 0 g,(x) is a primitive Schur polynomial, with s # 2, t # 2 or 3. 
By Lemmas 2.13 and 5.2, st ) n and st has distinct prime factors, proving (i). 
Since xs 0 g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial, (s. p - 1) > 1 or (t,p* - 1) > 1 
for almost all primes p which split completely in K. Since the primes which 
split completely in K are uniformly distributed over G,, (ii) holds. Suppose 
(iii) does not hold for a E J. Let (s’, t’) be defined by s’ = s/q, if a E J,, 
s’ = s otherwise, t’ = t/q, if a E J,, t’ = t otherwise. Then (i) and (ii) hold 
for x*’ 0 g,,(x), and so this is a finite Schur polynomial. Thus xs 0 g,(x) is not 
primitive. 
6. EXAMPLES 
We now apply the results of Sections 3, 4, and 5 to various special cases. 
PROPOSITION 6.1. For any algebraic numberfield K, x2, g2(x), and g3(x) 
are finite Schur polynomials. 
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Proof. We have a(<,) = Qc K, and H, = Q, since [a(<,) : Q] = 2. 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2 then give the result. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. If K = Q, then x2, g2(x) and g3(x) are the only 
primitive Schur polynomials. 
Proof. If p > 2 then a(&,) CL Q, and HP G Q if p > 3. 
Since the conductor of Q is 1, Theorem 5.1 shows that there are no 
composite primitive Schur polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. The polynomial xs o g,(x) is a primitive Schur 
polynomial only tf all the prime factors of s other than 2 and oft other than 
2 or 3 are ramified. 
Proof If xs o g,(x) is of prime degree p, then H, z K, and p is ramified 
in H, if p # 2 or 3. If t = 1, then CL!(&) 5 K, and p is ramified if p # 2. The 
composite case follows by reducing to the Abelian case and applying 
Theorem 5.3(i). 
We now examine the question of the existence of composite primitive 
Schur polynomials. 
PROPOSITION 6.4. If K is an Abelian extension of Q and x” is a 
composite primitive Schur polynomial for K then m has at least three distinct 
prime factors. 
Proof Let n = JJi,, pp! m =p,p2, where n is the conductor of K. Then 
Z,* ‘v @ xi,, Z/(pg). If m is a primitive Schur polynomial then by 
Theorem 5.3(iii) G, contains elements of the form (a, l....) and (1,/L..) with 
a, p # 1. Thus G, contains (a, j?,...), contradicting Theorem 5.3(ii). 
COROLLARY. If less than three primes ramtjjy in K, where K is Abelian, 
then there are no composite primitive cyclic Schur polynomials for K. 
That composite primitive Schur polynomials exist is shown by the next 
two propositions. 
PROPOSITION 6.5. Let n =p1p2p,, with pi # 2. In a(<,,) there exists a 
unique subfield K such that x” is a primitive Schur polynomial for K. K has 
index 4 in a([,). 
Proof. Elementary considerations show that the only suitable subgroup 
G, of Zz is ((1, 1, l), (LP, Y), (a, 1, v), (a,,& l)}, where a,P. Y = 
-1 modp, ,pz ,p3, respectively. The corresponding subfield K of index 4 in 
Q(c,) has n as a primitive Schur polynomial. 
We note that the smallest degree of an example constructed above is 12. 
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PROPOSITION 6.6. If m = nf=, pi, with pi 3 1 mod 3, then there is a 
subjield of a((,,) of index 9 in which m is a finite Schur polynomial. 
Proof: In z’p*i there is an element of order 3. If (r, /I, y, 6, are such 
elements mod p, ,..., p4, then G= ((1, 1, 1, I), (l,p,y,6), (1,p2,y2,62). 
(a, 13 Y2, 4, (a*, 1. Y, rB2)* (a. B, 1, J’), (a2J2, 1, S), (c&/K y, l), 
(u’, p’, y*, 1)) is a suitable subgroup. 
We now consider the cyclotomic and quadratic fields in the light of the 
general results of Sections 3 and 4. These results have been obtained 
previously by Niederreiter and Lo [ 6 1. 
PROPOSITION 6.7. The polynomial xp (resp. g,(x)), p prime, is a finite 
Schur polynomial for Q(&,) if and only ifp 1 2n (resp. p ( 6n). There are no 
composite primitice Schur polynomials. 
ProoJ: We have a({,) g Q([,) if and only if p / n or p = 2. Similarly 
HP I a([,) if and only if p 1 n, p = 2 or p = 3. The conductor of (a([,) is 12. 
Thus G, = { 1 }. and Theorem 5.3(iii) cannot hold for composite st. 
PROPOSITION 6.8. The only cyclic Schur polvnomial of prime degree for 
a quadratic field is x2 unless K = Q(m), when xy3 is a finite Schur 
polynomial. The only Chebyshez: Schur polvnomials of prime degree are g*(x) 
and g3(x) unless K = a($?) in which case g5(x) is a finite Schur 
polynomial. There are no composite primitive Schur polynomials. 
Proof: Since [‘a([,) : (01 = 2, and [a([,) : Q ] > 2 if p > 3, the largest p 
with x* a finite Schur polynomial is 3, and this can only occur if 
K = i&c,) = Q(G). Similarly the largest possible HP is H,, and if this has 
degree two over 0, then K = H, = Q(p). We now consider the composite 
case. Let K = ia( d square-free, have conductor rr, and suppose 
xs o g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial over K where st has at least two prime 
factors, 2ijs, (6, t) = 1. By [5, p. 5041, G, = {t mod n: (d/t) = 1 }. If 
d- 1 mod4 then n=ldl, if d=2 or 3mod4 then n=41dl. Let 
d = (-1 )El 2Qd*, with si = 0 or 1. Then 
(d/t) = (-l/t)“‘(2/t)“‘(d*/t). 
Let s=fliE,pi, t=njcJpj, ZnJ=a, withpi/d*,pj#3,jEJ. 
Weconstruct~EG,withIf1modpiforiEZ,/Z~~lmodpj,jEJ,by 
the Chinese remainder theorem. If q 1 d*, qkst, let /1 = 1 mod q. We choose 
~flmodpi,Afilmodpj,foriEZ,jEJ. Wefurtherrequire(/l/p,)=l, 
i E Z U J. This is possible unless 3 E ( piJiel or 5 E ( pjJjEJ. If p, = 3, choose 
2~2mod3. and (A/p,)=-l,Af fl modp,, if 2EJ,Af 1 modp, if2EZ. 
I f  5 E I PjJjeJ, we take p2= 5. If 3 & {piJitc, 5 E (P~)~,,, we choose 
2=2mod5 and (A/p,)=-1, for some p2#5; with /If lmodp, or 
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l$ rtl modp,, as appropriate. An extra condition is imposed on ,l as 
follows. 
Case 1: E, = cZ = 0, d* = 1 mod 4. No extra condition. (d/A) = 1, ,I is 
chosen mod d* = n. 
Case 2: E, = Ed = 0, d* = 3 mod 4. Choose 1 z 1 mod 4, then (d/A) = 1. 
A is chosen mod 4d* = n. 
Case 3: E, = 1, E* = 0, d* = 1 mod 4. Choose ,I= 1 mod 4, then (d/i) = 
(-l/zI)(d*/A) = 1, and J, is chosen mod 4d* = n. 
Case 4: E, = 1, c2 = 0, d* = 3 mod 4. Choose ,I = 3 mod 4, (d/L) = 
(-l/I)(d*/n) = (-)(-)(A/d*) = (A/d*) = 1, 1 is chosen mod 4d* = n. 
Case 5: F, = 1. Choose 1~ 1 mod 8, then E. = 1 mod 4. Then (d/A) = 
(-l/1)E1(2/l)(d*/A) = 1. Here ,I is chosen mod 8d* = n. 
Niederreiter and Lo (71 proved the next result for normal extensions of Q 
and cyclic or Chebyshev polynomials. By reducing to the Abelian case we 
may dispense with normality. The proof given by Niederreiter and Lo may 
be easily extended to yield 
PROPOSITION 6.9. If [K : Q] = k, a necessary condition for xs 0 gt(x) to 
be a finite Schur polynomial is that (pi - 1) ) k for some pi dividing s, or 
(qj - 1) / 2k, for some qj dividing t. 
PROPOSITION 6.10. Suppose (K : Q] is odd. Then xs o gl(x) is a finite 
Schur polynomial on1.v if s is even or t is divisible by a prime p, with 
p = 3 mod 4. 
Proof: (p - 1) is even if p # 2. If i(p - 1) is odd, then p = 3 mod 4. 
We conclude with the following proposition on quartic extensions of Q. 
PROPOSITION 6.11. If [K : 01 = 4. then x2 is the only prime degree cyclic 
j?nite Schur polynomial unless fl E K, when x3 is a Jnite Schur 
polynomial, or K = ia when x5 is a finite Schur polynomial. g2(x) and 
g3(x) are the only Chebyshev Schur polynomials of prime degree unless 
& E K, when g,(x) is a finite Schur polynomial. 
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